


GIRLS
identity 
performativity
language 
teenagehood
shame
confusion
love

BODY
pain
autonomy
sex
choice
power
Foucault 
tension
politics

MOTHERHOOD
fertility
love
gods
creation
fear
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A NOTE FROM FOUR LETTER WORD

Four Letter Word Theatre Company is thrilled and privileged to be producing
BABY. an original devised work. Our company is committed to supporting
new art and new artists. We aim to provide a platform for the development
of bold new work, particularly of contemporary pieces created by young 
people. We believe in the extraordinary potential of these emerging voices 
to speak to the wider university community. To speak to the issues that 
matter and highlight perspectives that are marginalized. Amy Spurgeon 
created the concept of this work and has facilitated the development of 
truly unique piece of theatre. This piece was collaboratively devised by the 
cast, directors and designers. It has been a uniquely engaging and thought-
provoking processes for all involved. This play dives into the perspective of
young women; exploring their anxieties, desires and pre-occupations. The
team are to be commended for all the hard work and passion they have
invested in creating this rich, beautiful and challenging piece of theatre.

So, it is with great pride that we present to you BABY. 

     - Artistic Director, Freya McGrath 

Four Letter Word Theatre would like to acknowledge the traditional custodians 
of the land the Wurundjeri people of the Kulin Nations. We acknowledge their 
elders past and present and pay our respect to all Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islanders in attendance.

Teenagehood is that shitty time where you believe strongly in everything, 
but know nothing, and no one listens to you, like that song ‘This is what 
makes us girls’ by Lana Del Ray, which makes me feel like a little scared girl 

in the rain. 

That is what this show is about. That, and babies. I don’t know if you’ve 
seen that film, Babies or Bébés if you prefer the original French spelling, but 
its very good. Might make you want to make a baby. It made me want to 

make a play.   
 

I wanted this show to be super collaborative, so I didn’t have to come up 
with it all by myself. Basically, I gathered a lot of people who are really good 
at what they do, gave them some vague directions like “make the stage 

look like a womb” and then they did it. I love them all. 

The assistant directors were beautiful, the cast were cheeky, and the prod 
team know a lot about electricity or something like that. I feel very proud 
and very lucky that I was given this opportunity and I hope it makes you 
think about some things what you might not have thought about before. 

    - Creator & Director, Amy Spurgeon 

DIRECTOR’S NOTE



SINEAD MULCAHY
GIRL ONE

LEXIE GREGORY
GIRL TWO

LUCY HOLZ
GIRL THREE

I am currently completing the 
first year of an arts degree, and 
have managed to throw myself 
into the thriving scene that is 
student theatre at unimelb. 

Within uni I have been involved 
in the play Project Empathy, 

the UHT production of Mirror’s 
Edge and Ringtail Theatre’s The 

Coven. 

Baby is pretty unique in it’s 
whacky content, as well as 

its strong physical elements. 
It has been a tough and 

rewarding process to embody 
a character who is completely 

different to myself, and has 
been enlightening to listen 

and workshop the stories and 
experiences of real women and 

teenagers. 

Just a chicka trying to do an 
arts degree and entertain the 
masses, or at least my friends. 
Not much has changed in the 

twenty years since my pink 
t-shirt days, still like being the 
centre of attention, talking to 
anyone who will listen and 

sticking my tongue out. 

I’m thrilled to have been chosen 
to apart of BABY, especially 
as it explores the roles of 

young women in society, the 
expectations placed on them 

and how different women 
navigate this crazy world, whilst 

helping each other through 
the good, the bad and the 

confusing. 

I am currently completing my 
first year of a BA (although 
using this play as an excuse 
to ignore it). This is my first 
uni production and I am so 
glad to be involved in what 
is an extremely supportive 

environment. It has been a very 
new experience for me, but 
I have loved every minute of 
being in such an exciting and 
female centred piece. I have 

had an amazing time working 
with and learning from all the 
incredible people involved in 

this production. 

THE CAST
FREYA MCGRATH
Assistant Director

LAURA BARNES
Assistant Director

Amy has watched the seminal 
film ‘Babies’ five times. As a 

teenager she planned to call her 
first born child Apollo until her 
mum talked her out of it. This 
is the first time a company has 
trusted her with a main stage 

show and she’s pretty glad they 
did.

Laura Barnes has very little 
idea of what she’s doing with 

herself. She is currently studying 
a Bachelor of Arts and has 

thrown herself headfirst into 
student theatre, doing stage 

management on MUSCs Lear, 
UHTs Mirrors Edge and FLWs 
adrift in my ocean of sugar 

tears. She believes that going 
through 4 Zambreros loyalty 

cards in a year is too much, but 
3 is a much more acceptable 

number.

Freya is a 3rd year Bachelor of 
Arts student, majoring in English 

and theatre studies. She is a 
passionate theatremaker and 
the Artistic Director of Four 

Letter Word Theatre Company.
Freya has thoroughly enjoyed 
working with the BABY. team 
and piggy backing Amy into 

every rehearsal.

THE CREATIVES

AMY SPURGEON
Creator & Director



ALEXANDRE GUÉRIN
Company Manager

JACK MURRAY
Assistant Set Designer & Constructor

ASHLEIGH MORRIS
Assistant Stage Manager

MATILDA WRAIGHT
Production Manager

Matilda is undertaking a Graduate 
Certificate in Arts (English and 

Theatre Studies) after completing 
a Bachelor of Science. She has 

been involved in student theatre 
throughout her university studies 

and this is her first show with 
Four Letter Word. Her theatre 

highlights so far have included her 
roles as director of A Midsummer 

Night’s Dream (2016) and 
producer of Godspell (2017), both 
for the Newman College Theatre 
Society. Matilda is very excited 
to be a part of producing new 

and challenging theatre with this 
wonderful group of creatives.

Ashleigh first flexed her creative 
muscles when she dressed up 
as the Magic Pudding for Book 
Week, 2004. Since then she has 

devised a Fringe show 2015, 
worked for the Perth International 
Arts Festival 2016 and worked as 
Creative Producer of Performing 
Arts for Mudfest 2017. Ashleigh 

is currently completing a Masters 
of Arts and Cultural Management 
and is excited to apply the skills 

she has gained over the course to 
her new position as Creative Arts 

OB 2018.

Jack Murray is an architecture 
student, and a theatrical 

designer. His architectural work 
has been described as “overly 
theatrical” and his theatre work 
could be described as “overly 
architectural” - having worked 

several shows at Melbourne Uni 
now he hopes one day he will 
find a healthy balance between 

the two.

CONNOR ROSS
Sound Designer

Connor Ross is a sound 
designer and engineer, and 

Technical Officer at Four Letter 
Word. Some of his recent 

theatre credits include work 
on MTC’s Macbeth, UMMTA’s 

Sunday In The Park With 
George, and Absolute (Un)

certainty (Melbourne Fringe). 
He has made a lot of sounds for 

this show.

JACOB TRETHOWAN
Lighting Designer

YUFAN (JO) CHEN
Visual Designer

Jo Chen, currently doing Trinity 
College Foundation Studies, will 
(hopefully) be doing Bachelor of
Arts in 2018. Jo was involved in 
UTH’s Mirror’s Edge and was 
captivated by the power of 

theatre. Doing visual design for 
BABY. was a great experience not 
only for playing around with fairly 

disgusting-looking material to 
create quite disturbing but cool 

visual effects, and it was absolutely
great to explore motherhood 

and think about how females are 
related to people and the world 

around them.

Jacob is currently studying a 
Bachelor of Science, majoring 
in Biochemistry. Why he’s been 

involved in theatre that time 
is a serious question he asks 

every time he checks his grades. 
However, his love of theatre 

manages to beat that of his love 
of burritos. * Jacob has thoroughly 
enjoyed the opportunity to work 
on BABY. and hopes you love it as 

much as he does.

*During his 2nd year of University, 
Jacob ate over 40 burritos [citation 

needed] from the hallowed 
establishment Zambrero’s

AIMEE HOWARD
Set Designer

GABRIELLA PESOCHINSKY
Stage Manager

Gabby is currently in her 
first year at the University 

of Melbourne studying her 
Bachelor of Science. This 
is the first time Gabby has 

undertaken the role of stage 
manager and ventured into the 
world of theatre. She has really 
enjoyed her experience with 

the cast and creatives and looks 
forward to participating in more 

productions in the future.

MIGUEL LONTOC
Front of House Manager

RUSSELL WONG
Captions Captain

Miguel is a completing a 
Master’s in Mathematics, for 
some godforsaken reason. 

His prospects of a successful 
career in math has been ruined 

by exposure to the lucrative 
theatre scene, in which Miguel 
has sunk his time, energy and 

GoGet membership. Please take 
a moment to pray for Miguel 
as he attempts to finish the 

remainder of his thesis in these 
next two weeks.

Like the pic, Russell has no idea 
what he is doing. Still. 

~winkyface
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